Abstract. We give expressions for the Serre derivatives of Eisenstein and Poincaré series as well as their Rankin-Cohen brackets with arbitrary modular forms in terms of the Poincaré averaging construction, and derive several identities for the Ramanujan tau function as applications.
Introduction
Let k ∈ 2Z, k ≥ 4. To any q-series φ(q) = φ(e 2πiτ ) = ∞ n=0 a n q n on the upper half-plane τ ∈ H whose coefficients grow slowly enough, one can construct a Poincaré series
∞ n=0 a n (cτ + d) −k e 2πin aτ +b cτ +d that converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets and defines a modular form of weight k. Here, the first sum is taken over cosets of Γ = SL 2 (Z) by the subgroup Γ ∞ generated by ± 1 1 0 1 and the second over all coprime integers c, d ∈ Z. As usual, | k is the Petersson slash operator of weight k. (More generally one can also construct Poincaré series that are not holomorphic in this way; see [7] , section 8.3 for some applications.)
It is easy to show that every modular form f (of weight k ≥ 4) can be written as a Poincaré series P k (φ): because f can always be written as a linear combination of the Eisenstein series E k = P k (1) and the Poincaré series of exponential type P k,N = P k (q N ) of various indices N . However, expressions found by this argument tend to be messy because the coefficients of P k,N are complicated series over Kloosterman sums and special values of Bessel functions ( [4] , section 3.2). The most reliable way to produce Poincaré series with manageable Fourier coefficients seems to be to start with seed functions φ(τ ) that already behave in a manageable way under the action of SL 2 (Z). Example 1. When φ = 1 (a modular form of weight 0), we obtain the normalized Eisenstein series as mentioned above:
where B k is the k-th Bernoulli number. More generally, if φ is a modular form of any weight k then expanding formally yields
where M is the coset of a b c d ; although the expression P k+l (φ) makes sense only when l is sufficiently large compared to the growth of the coefficients of φ. In recent work [8] the author has considered the Poincaré series P k (ϑ) constructed from what are essentially weight 1/2 theta functions ϑ, which seem to be useful for computing with vector-valued modular forms for Weil representations; the details are somewhat more involved but this is related to the example above.
The motivation of this note was to consider the Poincaré series P k (φ) when φ is a quasimodular form, a more general class of functions which includes modular forms, their derivatives of all orders, and the series [11] , section 5.3). We find that one obtains Rankin-Cohen brackets and Serre derivatives (see section 2 below for their definitions) of Eisenstein series and Poincaré series essentially from such forms φ:
Theorem 2. For any modular form f ∈ M k and l ∈ 2N, l ≥ 4, and m, N ∈ N 0 , with l ≥ k + 2 if f is not a cusp form, set
is modular by construction, and since [−, −] m is bilinear and P l,N , N ∈ N 0 span all modular forms, this gives another proof of the modularity of Rankin-Cohen brackets (at least for large l). This seed function φ is formally the Rankin-Cohen bracket [f, q N ] m where q N is treated like a modular form of weight l, so by linearity we see that Rankin-Cohen brackets and Poincaré averaging "commute" in the following sense:
Corollary 3. Let f be a modular form of weight k and let φ be a q-series whose coefficients grow sufficiently slowly that P l (φ; τ ) is well-defined, and denote by [f, φ] m the formal result of the m-th Rankin-Cohen bracket where φ is treated like a modular form of weight l (where l ≥ k + 2 if f is not a cusp form). Then
This expression simplifies considerably for the Eisenstein series:
for the function
An equivalent result in this case has appeared in section 5 of [9] (in particular see Proposition 6) . There may be particular interest in the case that f itself is an Eisenstein or Poincaré series as expressions of a different nature for the Rankin-Cohen brackets of two Poincaré series are known (e.g. [1] , section 6).
Theorem 4. For any m, N ∈ N 0 and l ∈ 2N with l ≥ 2m + 2, set
then the m-th order Serre derivative (in the sense of section 2) of P l,N is
Similarly, this seed function φ is formally the m-th Serre derivative of q N if one pretends that q N is a modular form of weight l; by linearity we find that Serre derivatives also commute with Poincaré averaging:
Corollary 5. Let φ be a q-series whose coefficients grow sufficiently slowly that P l (φ; τ ) is well-defined, and denote by ϑ [m] φ the formal result of the m-th order Serre derivative where φ is treated like a modular form of weight l (where l ≥ 2m + 2). Then
As before, this simplifies for the Eisenstein series:
It is interesting to compare this to Theorem 2 which suggests that the Serre derivative (at least of the Eisenstein series) is analogous to a Rankin-Cohen bracket with E 2 . Similar observations have been made before (e.g. [2] , section 2).
By computing Rankin-Cohen brackets and Serre derivatives of P l,N = 0 in weights l ≤ 10 we can obtain new proofs of Kumar's identity ( [6] , eq. (14))
and Herrero's identity ( [3] , eq. (1))
that express the Ramanujan tau function in terms of special values of a shifted L-series introduced by Kohnen [5] , as well as four additional identities of this form. Namely we find
We can also compute the values of these series with m = 0. Based on numerical computations it seems reasonable to guess that there are no other identities of this type. The details are worked out in section 5.
Background and notation
Let H = {τ = x + iy : y > 0} be the upper half-plane and let Γ be the group Γ = SL 2 (Z), which acts on H by a b c d · τ = aτ +b cτ +d . A modular form of weight k is a holomorphic function f : H → C which transforms under Γ by
and whose Fourier expansion involves only non-negative exponents: f (τ ) = ∞ n=0 a n q n , q = e 2πiτ . We denote by M k the space of modular forms of weight k and by S k the subspace of cusp forms (which in this context means a 0 = 0).
The Rankin-Cohen brackets are bilinear maps
and in particular, the Rankin-Cohen brackets preserve integrality of Fourier coefficients. For example, the first few brackets are
These can be characterized as the unique (up to scale) bilinear differential operators of degree 2n that preserve modularity (see for example the second proof in section 1 of [10] ).
The Serre derivatives ϑ [n] following [11] , section 5.1 are maps M k → M k+2n defined recursively by
and
is not simply the n-th iterate of ϑ.) These functions are given in closed form by
as one can prove by induction or by inverting equation 65 of [11] (section 5.2).
Poincaré series
Remark 6. A sufficient criterion for the series
a n q n to converge absolutely and locally uniformly is for the coefficients of φ to satisfy the bound a n = O(n l ) where l = k 2 − 2 − ε for some ε > 0. To see this, note that n+l l is also O(n l ), so we can bound
up to a constant multiple. Since (1 − e −x ) −1 < x −1−δ for any fixed (small enough) δ > 0 and all small enough x > 0, we can then bound c,d
Remark 7. Given a q-series φ(τ ) = ∞ n=0 a n q n , one can also consider the series
which generally has better convergence properties than the sum P k (φ) over cosets Γ ∞ \Γ. Since S k is finitedimensional, the convergence of ∞ n=1 a n P k,n to a cusp form in any sense is equivalent to the convergence of the series
) implies that this is satisfied when the slightly weaker bound a n = O(n k/2−3/2−ε ) holds. It is clear that P k (φ) = P k (φ) whenever the latter series converges, so we will refer to both of these series by P k (φ; τ ) in what follows.
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 2. The coefficients a n of any modular form of weight k satisfy the bound a n = O(n k−1+ε ) for any ε > 0, while cusp forms satisfy the Deligne bound a n = O(n (k−1)/2+ε ). In particular, the coefficients of
always satisfy the bound O(n k+m−1+ε ), and our growth condition (of Remark 7),
becomes k ≤ l − 1 − 2ε and therefore (since k, l ∈ 2Z) l ≥ k + 2; while for cusp forms we instead require
or equivalently 2 ≤ l − 2ε which is always satisfied for small enough ε.
Suppose first that the series P(φ; τ ) over cosets Γ ∞ \Γ converges normally. Repeatedly differentiating the equation
as one can prove by induction or derive directly by considering the action of SL 2 (Z) on τ in the generating series
for |w| sufficiently small. By another induction argument one finds the similar formula
where we have replaced r by m − r in the second equality. Since
as we see by replacing 
the last equality by definition (equation (1)), and the third-to-last equality using equation (3).
When φ satisfies the weaker growth condition, we can include a convergence factor (cτ + d) −s into the argument above (which is ignored by the operator D) to see that, if φ(τ ) = a 0 + a 1 q + a 2 q 2 + ..., then
is sufficiently large, and E k (τ ; s) and P k,N (τ ; s) denote the deformed series
The claim follows by analytic continuation to s = 0.
Proof of Theorem 4. The condition l ≥ 2m + 2 makes the Fourier coefficients of φ grow sufficiently slowly: the n-th coefficient of E m 2 is O(n 2m−1+ε ) for any ε > 0, so the growth condition
of Remark 7 is satisfied for all l ≥ 2m + 2.
Using the transformation law
it follows that
for all m ∈ N. Therefore, with
ignoring convergence issues for now, we find
where in the last line we replaced r by m − r. Since
as one can see by expanding both sides of this equation, the expression above equals
using equation (2) from section 2. Convergence issues can be resolved by including the factor (cτ + d) −s as in the proof of Theorem 2.
Examples involving Ramanujan's tau function
In weight 12, the space S k of cusp forms is one-dimensional and therefore all Poincaré series are multiples of the discriminant ∆(τ ) = ∞ n=1 τ (n)q n ; we find this multiple by writing P k,m = λ m ∆ and using λ m ∆, ∆ = ∆, P k,m = τ (m)
10! (4πm) 11 , such that
We can form the Poincaré series P 12 (φ) from any q-series φ(τ ) = ∞ n=0 a n q n with a n = O(n 9/2−ε ). This includes the q-series E 2 and E 4 and some of their derivatives. Applying Theorems 2 and 4 together with the vanishing of cusp forms in weight ≤ 10 gives identities involving τ (n). (Similar arguments can be used to derive identities for the coefficients of the normalized cusp forms of weights 16, 18, 20, 22, 26.) τ (m + n)σ 1 (n) (m + n) 11 .
Example 9. By Theorem 2,
which yields Herrero's identity
Example 10. By Theorem 2,
which implies
Together with the previous identity this implies
Example 11. By Theorem 4,
where by Ramanujan's equation
and therefore
Combining this with the previous examples, we find
Example 12. It is not valid to form the Poincaré series P 12 (φ) with either φ = E 
